Ricardo Basbaum
Within the Organic Line and After ∗

When the Brazilian artist Lygia Clark invented the organic line in 1954, she had
no way of suspecting this gesture would prove to be decisive for the
development of contemporary art and thought. After all, several of the trends of
the post World War II period through to the 1960s were intent on finding an
escape from the linearity of dialectics. The organic line is a line that has not
been drafted or carved by anyone, but results from the contact of two different
surfaces (planes, things, objects, bodies, or even concepts): it announces a
way of thinking beyond the logic of true or false, without awaiting a synthesis of
previous counterparts to evolve — it points to a way of thinking “without
contradiction, without dialectics, (…); thought that accepts divergence;
affirmative thought whose instrument is disjunction; thought of the multiple. (…)
We must think problematically rather than question and answer dialectically.”1
The organic line does not have the touch of human hands, thus revealing a
process of creation through another mind-body articulation — everyone familiar
with Lygia Clark’s work from the 1960s and 1970s understands the radical
meaning of such a gesture — the creation of the organic line should not be
underestimated. If we follow her writings in which she reveals how she arrived
at this discovery, it’s interesting to see the artist’s incredible lucidity — highly
aware of modern art’s developments — appropriating small events around her
(a Duchampian gesture, although not assumed as such, in which she escaped
the object in favor of the “event” quite early on) to establish a continuity
between the artwork and the real world, between art and life.
Lygia Clark liked to exemplify the organic line as the one we can see “between
the window and the window-frame or between tiles on the floor”2 — she states
that it first appeared when she was observing the line that formed where a
collage touched the passepartout paper, in the frame. This was in 1954 — “I
set aside this research for two years because I did not know how to deal with
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this space set free”3 — and then in 1956, when she found the relation between
this line and the adjoining lines encountered in doors, floors, and windows, she
created the designation “organic line”: “it was real, existed in itself, organizing
the space. It was a line-space.” Clark was particularly aware of how these lines
acted “to modulate all of a surface,” and stated that her major plastic problem
was then “simply the valuation or devaluation of this line.”4 A short while later,
in 1958, the art critic Ferreira Gullar had already observed that “little by little,
the organic line (…) becomes the structural determinant of the picture.”5
Because “it is a limit between bits of space, (…) it is space”, Gullar goes on,
the artist began making it manifest outside of the painting’s surface, as an
“external line (…) between the painting and the outside space.” Lygia Clark had
managed in just a few short years to transform an apparently formal problem
within the picture’s protected surface into a matter that questions the very
nature of the artwork in relation to real space: with Clark, contemporary art is
necessarily an investigation of the art field’s borders in terms of its relationship
to the continuity of mind-body, in which the senses — all, not only the visual —
contribute to producing a way of thinking that is ultimately the production of a
body: the production of life-forms.
In order to make Lygia Clark’s first steps more precise, in terms of actual
artworks, it is important to note that her process of “discovering” the organic
line,6 playing with it within the paintings’ surface, and then shifting it
progressively to the borderline between art object and real space, can be
traced in terms of a very clear set of works — such development is described
clearly by Ferreira Gullar in his famous article, quoted above: more than a sort
of classic piece of art criticism in terms of the Brazilian historiography, Gullar’s
text is also exemplary in the way it depicts Clark’s investigation as entirely
linear step-by-step research — the contemporary reader is granted a reading
that affords the “pleasure” of having closely followed the artist in her
achievement; and is left with at least one question: was Lygia Clark’s
investigative method really so linear? Art, viewed from an “after-modernismperspective,” is a matter of moving in several directions simultaneously and
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confronting several impasses — in fact, closer to a non-linear and chaotic
process. But Gullar describes a transparent and direct accomplishment: (1)
breaking the frame; (2) using the organic line to modulate the surface; (3)
getting from the plane to the space, having the organic line as the border in
between “real” and “fictional” space.7 Interesting is to perceive, some decades
later, how both — the artist and the writer — were immersed in the modernist
credo, in the sense of having linear project development as the “norm” or
standard mode of progress. Yet art should not be naturalized as a projectoriented task, nor should Clark and Gullar’s testimonies of their procedures be
taken as the objective description of a process, which we can easily
comprehend as much more complex than merely following a straight line from
dark to light. Nevertheless, their testimonies demonstrate the crucial role that
both artist and writer played in questioning art’s conditions in their time and in
promoting solutions that offered new ways to move out of the crisis of
modernism in the 1950s.
Three series of works mark the achievement of the organic line and its further
development into pieces that unfold into the real space: the Quebra da moldura
(Break of the Frame) series, from 1954, depicts the progressive integration of
the painting with its frame — two of the individual paintings are titled
Descoberta da linha orgânica (The discovery of the organic line). Like in the
other examples from this series, we see a sort of central core where a certain
event takes place (through geometric forms or color surfaces) — it is important
to say that the event is not restricted to the center, but slides to areas
alongside the paintings’ borders. Their specificity resides precisely in the fact
that the paintings’ dynamics, in its entirety, takes part in the work’s surface as
a whole, making it a painting that is becoming an object as well. There is a
borderline inside, which operates as an internal limit that does not prevent
things from crossing but modulates the internal space. In the two series that
follow, Superfícies moduladas (Modulated surfaces; 1955-1956) and Planos em
superfícies moduladas (Planes in modulated surfaces; 1956-1958), the
surfaces become more solid and concrete, as the canvas is abandoned in favor
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of woodcuts that are mounted over wood: the cut pieces — initially colored and
then reduced to black and white — are displayed side by side, separated by
organic lines (or space lines), which take more and more of a structural role in
the works. For Ferreira Gullar, it is the painting Planos em superfície modulada
nº1 (1957) that indicates the leap forward: the two juxtaposed wood plates
leave between them “a half centimeter separation that constitutes a line of
void, of empty space, which cuts the surface in an irregular, diagonal mode” —
the organic line — but “the difference is that now the line is left there, created
there, to irrigate the painting’s surface with real space.”8
Klein x Clark
In the 1950s, Yves Klein was another artist contributing with work around the
notion of the void, the emptiness. It is very well know that he developed a quite
consistent and coherent body of work in just a few years, which departed from
monochrome paintings to reach the blue as “pure color,” as well as the
immaterial as a realm and concrete dimension. Both Klein and Clark are among
those artists who successfully dealt with the heritage of classical modernism, in
the sense that they managed to confront the crises following the post-war/postavant-garde period, and discover a productive way out of a few of its dead
ends. Their work functions as a true gateway opening to large passages
throughout the following two decades, providing references that disperse to
almost all of the subsequently emerging trends and movements — Conceptual
art, performance, Happenings, earth-works, body-art, experimentalism, etc; the
names Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Piero Manzoni can be
mentioned in this context. Truly remarkable is that they inhabit a sort of turning
point from where multiple lines of flight open up, not only pointing to a future
yet to come, but more precisely, announcing art’s present state as an
expanded territory of investigation, invention, and resistance.9 They most
certainly experience another use of history, in which “the dilated present
reveals a change from the — modern — habitus of organizing multiple
representations of the same phenomena as evolution and history to the —
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post-modern

—

habitus

of

treating

them

as

variations

available

simultaneously.”10
However, although Klein and Clark reveal certain parallel preoccupations with
the presence, operation, and meaning of the empty space — and in relation to
their respective art and cultural contexts play the role of “filtering” (establishing
breaks, threading links, producing lines of flight) certain avant-garde practices
in order to keep investigation updated, pointing to open up possibilities — they
also demonstrate positions that emphatically differ one from the other.
Confronted directly, their strategies unfold in opposite sorts of ways — the
mystical and transcendent Yves Klein and the organic and immanent Lygia
Clark. Around the same time — the 1950s — Klein was also experimenting with
the plane and the surface, but in terms of the monochrome, since for him it was
a matter of obtaining maximum intensity: “it is through color that I have little by
little

become

acquainted

with

the

Immaterial.”11 But

his

self-declared

engagement with monochromatism led him to reject juxtaposition and the line
— the same operation that was productive for Clark, Klein strongly rejected: “I
precisely and categorically refuse to create on one surface even the interplay
of two colors. (…) two colors juxtaposed on one canvas prevent [the observer]
from entering into the sensitivity, the dominance, the purpose of the picture.
(…) one can no longer plunge into the sensibility of pure color, relieved from all
outside contamination.” This rejection of internal borders or limits indicates that
for him there was no possibility for lines and divisions (that is, the recognition
of difference) to somehow become productive within his art system; his “leap
into the void” not only points to the absence of any ground whatsoever
(otherwise his body would be facing too literally a “borderline shock”), it also
dismisses the existence of any line: “I felt more and more that the lines and all
their

consequences,

the

contours,

the

forms,

the

perspectives,

the

compositions, became exactly like the bars on the window of a prison.” Here,
the line has no function of mediating the encounter of two different contacting
entities exactly because there is no perspective of such meeting, as far as the
aim is to move to a space where “in the realm of the blue air more than
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anywhere else one feels that the world is accessible to the most unlimited
reverie. It is then that a reverie assumes true depth” — for “blue has no
dimensions, it is beyond dimensions.”
Immediately obvious is that both artists relied on the current image of the
“window” as a metaphor for art’s condition. Assuming that the modern era’s
start is marked by the Renaissance’s perspective devices, which permitted a
break with Plato’s mimesis and the initiation of development and progress in
terms of artificial means,12 the “window” is the classic referential image for
Western art, present from Leonardo Da Vinci to Marcel Duchamp: how to deal
with the passages from art to life (and vice-versa) that indicate the autonomy of
the art object and its connectedness with the real? Although during the
development of perspective, painting was compared to a “window” opened to
the outside, for Clark (who had her production departing from constructivist
tradition), the “window” was the source of the organic line — not a matter of
looking through, but of being aware of the limits between the frame and the
architecture/world; but Yves Klein kept his eyes attached to the window’s
surface, anxious to enter its still metaphysical depth, perceived as some sort of
protection from the impurity of the world. However, what is interesting to extract
from the Clark-Klein confrontation — between versus beyond — is how both
faced a similar problem at the same time but got different responses and
pointed to diverse practices.
art&life, silence, membranes
Somehow Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Piero Manzoni also touch
on a similar problem having to do with “emptiness, borders and lines” — to
remain with dematerialization (in all its different inflections), which proved
decisive for Conceptualism and Conceptual art, and was accepted as one of its
brands. Both Johns and Rauschenberg were taken into John Cage’s
philosophy, performed, via Zen, in the border between art and life: two of his
written pieces make this point absolutely clear.13 The two texts, it is important
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to mention, were conceived according to Cage’s compositional methods, which
accept the presence of empty spaces among the blocks of writing (these
become silences in the moment of the reading performance). For “Jasper
Johns: Stories and Ideas,” he writes, “I decided for the plan to make use (…) of
my Cartridge Music,” which is composed of “a series of materials with usage
instructions” — through various operations, Cage arrives first at the structure
and content of the text, and only then starts the proper writing. “The empty
spaces are consequence of the same method. In the oral presentation (…) the
spaces correspond to silence.” For the reader/listener, the pieces on Johns and
Rauschenberg invest in a mix of Cage’s comments, quotes from the artists, and
several daily episodes from moments when they meet, talk, work, or just
perform life in its intensity (common, vivid unimportant instants): “There is
Rauschenberg, between him and what he picks up to use, the quality of
encounter. (…) But now we must have gotten the message. It couldn’t have
been more explicit. Do you understand this idea? Painting relates to both art
and life. Neither can be made. (I try to act in that gap between the two.) The
nothingness in between is where for no reason at all every practical thing that
one actually takes the time to do so stirs up the dregs that they’re no longer
sitting as we thought on the bottom.” Here it is necessary to recall
Rauschenberg’s decisive erasure gesture made in 1953, as a moment that
indicates a change in the perception of history (space-time), showing that
linear progress was no longer operative, and that the productive act should be
interventionist

—

opening

spaces

between

existing

things,

“additive

subtraction,” according to Cage, who writes: “The relationship between the
object and the event, can the two be separated? Is one a detail of the other?
What is meeting? Air?.”
The Manzoni situation can be interpreted as a conflict involving, on the one
hand, a taste for the absolute beyond infinite purity (similar to Klein’s) and, on
the other, a finite preoccupation with the body in all its proper immanent limits
— clearly, not an easy dissention to administrate. His basic statement began
with a reaction opposing the saturation of the painting’s surface (like
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Rauschenberg), claiming its liberation: “A surface with limitless possibilities has
been reduced to a sort of receptacle (…) Why not empty the receptacle,
liberate this surface? Why not try to make the limitless sense of total space, of
a pure and absolute light, appear instead?”14 and, in search of purity, also
pointed to a difficulty (again, like Klein) to administrate conflicting pairs of
objects or events (continuous or not): “two matched colors, or two tones of the
same color are already an alien element in the concept of a single, limitless,
totally dynamic surface” — for Manzoni, if “infinity is strictly monochromatic,” it
is “colorless.” Also the lines need to escape formal practice through the
absoluteness “beyond all pictorial phenomena,” and in Mazoni’s system “it can
only be drawn, however long, to the infinite, beyond all problems of
composition or of dimensions,” as “there are no dimensions on total space.”
But what is of particular importance for Piero Manzoni, pointing to a significant
shift suitable for his proposal as compared to the mystical Yves Klein, is the
emphasis on “total freedom” as the result of “pure matter (…) transformed into
pure energy” — this shift is so important that subsequently “the entire artistic
problematic is surpassed”: this leads Manzoni to locate his practice in the
region of becoming (“the transformation must be total”), which indicates that his
project is not completely subsumed under a transcendental and perennial goal.
As he states, “a colorless surface (…) simply ‘is’. (…) the total being (…) is
pure becoming.” Because he considers existence to be a value in and of itself,
Manzoni can easily move from the Achromes to the other series of works that
deal directly with the limits of the body and its fluids — the formal problem is
solved when “the surface only retains its value as a vehicle”: and he can then
open the perspective of directly involving the concrete, biologic, mechanical,
impersonal, and non-subjective body (“there is nothing to explain: just be, and
live”). The Bodies of Air is a key-piece for the artist’s leap, as it comprises “the
membrane and the base” (in Mazoni’s words), as a receptacle “that one can let
down or fill at leisure”: the piece is his first to deal with the problem of
designing some container object to involve organic fluids (breath, shit, blood),
which shouldn’t be seen as a “form” versus “formless” confrontation, but a
much more intriguing problem of re-conceptualization of formal vocabulary, by
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means of experimenting with new uses for the issues of “line” and “surface”
(Manzoni reminds us: “all intervention destined to give them [the pneumatic
sculptures] a form, even formlessness, is illegitimate and illogical”). His
conceptual operation renews comprehension of the surface as “vehicle” and
the line as “membrane” — both were used and experienced in a variety of
modes in the few years of the artist’s intense existence (he died in 1963 at the
age of twenty-nine): the proposition The consumption of dynamic art by the art
devouring people (1960) invests in distributing the artwork through the
spectator’s body through a viral contamination-like strategy — Manzoni
imprinted his thumb into a number of hard-boiled eggs and “the public was able
to make contact with these works by swallowing the entire exhibition in 70
minutes;” the Living sculptures (1961) had the body’s skin as a dynamic
surface which, as an active membrane, would be touched by his signature
providing its transformation into an art piece, a bio-sculpture ready (perhaps) to
produce a modification of the environment in the recognition of the subject’s
permeable condition in terms of inside/outside exchange. This operation
continued with the Magic Base (1961) series, where a wooden plinth would
mediate the transformation of ordinary bodies into living sculptures — with the
most ambitious piece being the Socle du Monde (1962), where the whole
planet was meant to be displayed at the base, conceived as a platform for
transformation. It is remarkable to see how Piero Manzoni creates a shift from
a preoccupation with the absoluteness of pure space to the gesture of working
on structures for mediation — membranes, vehicles — that locate his artistic
program within the issue of thinking about the space between things: How to
open that space? How is this space produced? What kind of operation is it
possible to develop there?
Dematerialization and discourse
In gaining access to the empty space through this matrix, the operative
possibilities of “dematerialization” are foregrounded; not as an alternative to
escape from the art object, leaving it behind, but as a set of tools that point to
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the need to consider the contact zones or interfaces (internal or external) as
one of the constitutive layers of any artwork, not necessarily more or less
important than its other traces but fundamental for its functioning, operation,
and existence. Note that in the situations indicated above, the lines of contact
or empty spaces had to be extracted or built between given structures or
events, by means of complex operations, simultaneously plastic and discursive.
Historically, Conceptual art has usually been considered a moment in
contemporary art when artists decided to strategically emphasize the
discursive component of their practices, making it preeminent in exhibitions
and related areas (text, magazine, newspaper, outdoors, public spaces, etc) —
dematerialization was generally adopted (even if not all artists accepted the
term) as a consequence of the decision to escape aestheticism and formalism,
of not wanting to play with art only visually. Terry Atkinson, for instance, one of
the main protagonists of the period, commented on “theory-objects” and a
“technique of content-isolation,” and also about relating to objects by “readinglooking” at them15: for him and his group it was fundamental to produce an
inversion of the established order — not the visual, but the discursive layer as
“First-order information” — to develop a discussion engaged in the art field’s
word architecture characteristic. Such a diagnosis, however, reveals a
presupposition that a hierarchical structure in fact exists, one which would
envelop the discursive dimension of art as secondary or alien to the art work
and practice: therefore, many voices from the period promptly echoed the
observation (and demand from the time) that artists were thus “working with
what, in the visual art context, is traditionally recognized as the medium of the
art-critic and art-historian,”16 that “conceptual artists take over the role of the
critic in terms of framing their own propositions, ideas, and concepts,”17 and
that “this art both annexes the functions of the critic, and makes the middleman
unnecessary.”18
Now, forty years later, it is very clear that the conceptual artists were fighting
against the role of visual-formal-artist imposed on them by a specific (rich,
powerful, and dominant) art system (comprising mainly the U.S./European axis)
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— where “a new kind of patronage” emerged, one that purchased art “at record
rates,” due to the fact that the “circumstances were favorable, as the 1960s
were boom years in economic terms and the future promised endless growth.”19
In this new scenario, characterized as the beginning of a new and very
aggressive relationship of capital and culture intrinsic to the “society of control”
described by Gilles Deleuze,20 “the entrepreneurial, innovative and often
historically naïve dealer replaced the highly specialized art critic as the central
conduit between artists and their audience. (…) the critic (…) was no longer the
primary arbiter of artistic success”21: then, as Joseph Kosuth correctly insists,
facing this new dynamics and its effects, artists should not forget their
“responsibility (…) to defend [the meaning of the work] against the theoretical
encroachment of others”22 — the market will generally ignore what is not
directly marketable and will stick to what is most profitable from labor,
eliminating subtleties of any kind. In such terms, the conceptual artists
assumed a decisive gesture by taking writing as a primary tool for their
practices — the strategy proved efficient: a new production emerged,
questioning the limits of the art object and practice; artists negotiated their
presence in the art circuit from a more active behavior that intersected the
roles of artist, writer, and curator; art production spread to a whole variety of
media, chosen according to the needs of each particular proposition; artist’s
statements became part of the daily art management, making its presence
concrete, as first or second order information. This observation (clearly an
over-simplified survey of Conceptual art’s influence on the present) is meant to
point out some strategic aspects in recent art that involved the presence of the
discursive field as an invisible, dematerialized layer.
Théorie des énoncés
Nevertheless, since modernism, discourse constitutes art practice as one of its
principal operators. It can be said that “modern art is founded precisely from
the possibility of objects that intend to be pure and completely visible,
encountering a field of discourse that finds its proper location via these objects
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crossing of it.” Moreover: “to be more precise: at the moment when the modern
art making process was founded, there is the presence of a particular
assemblage of image and language, the visible and the enunciable”; both
modes of “meaning production configured themselves as autonomous entities,
with their own structure, materiality, and fields of action constituted by
differentiated strategies and practices — and it would be the particular mode of
production of such assemblages, the attrition and friction born from the contact
between both fields, that makes it possible to affirm the existence of a
particular territory for the plastic/visual arts. Modern art, then, will be identified
as a hybrid territory, where objects and meanings interweave.”23 Thus,
Conceptual art — in its proper project of playing with words and images — can
be taken as just a particular moment of a broader and constitutive conceptual
condition of modern art, given that the condition of the art territory is one of
articulation of the visible and enunciated matters since the break with the
principles of representation carried by modern times. There should be a
conceptualism condition in art, of which Conceptual art is just a particular and
important case. It is important to know that we are not speaking in Joseph
Kosuth’s terms, nor quoting from his famous “Art after philosophy” article24:
when we emphasize a conceptual condition of modern and contemporary art,
we are not entering the terrain of analytical philosophy, but taking as reference
the “théorie des énoncés” (theory of enouncement) proposed by Michel
Foucault throughout his work. The major writings where he develops
propositions along these lines were produced during the 1960s and 1970s,25 for
example,

“This

is

not

a

Pipe”

(1968)

explores

Magritte’s

seminal

painting/statement as the actual departure point for the banishing of a
hierarchy in a relationship between “enouncements” and “visibilities” (which
legitimizes the representation regime) — for Foucault, Magritte demonstrates
that representation is no longer productive, and therefore words and images
are subsequently heterogeneous practices that cannot be reduced to each
other’s terms (Deleuze indicates that for Foucault knowledge is “bi-form,”
traversed by “the discursive practices of statements, or the non-discursive
practices of visibility”26). In this new regime, “it is in vain that we say what we
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see; what we see never resides in what we say. And it is in vain that we
attempt to show, by the use of images, metaphors, or similes, what we are
saying; the space where they achive their splendour is not that deployed by our
eyes but that defined by the sequential elements or syntax”27 — here, words
and images have nothing in common, are indeed different matters, without any
region or territory where they could share a more stable and regular
relationship. Looking at Michel Foucault’s théorie des énoncés, three basic
aspects of the relationship between discourse and images can be emphasized:
enouncement and visibility are in “reciprocal presupposition”; consist of
“heterogeneous forms” that have nothing in common; and are in permanent
state of “heterogeneity of the two forms” and can therefore only operate in a
situation of “mutual presupposition between the two, a mutual grappling and
capture .”28
What is most remarkable about Foucault’s theory is that, when it establishes
the absolute otherness of the matters that constitute the discursive and visible
dimensions, it brings forth the in-between space — contact zone, interface —
as the principal site (or non-site) where productive events are generated,
created, triggered. In fact, this model takes both images and words at the same
level, indicating that if meaning (of any kind) is to be produced, it will be the
result of a conflictive and disjunctive operation of (never peaceful) contact of
these two matters29 — the borderline is no longer what sets things apart in a
sterile and anesthetized environment, but the hotspot where processes become
productive.
Seen through Foucault’s théorie des énoncés, Conceptual art’s efforts to justify
its shifting of “dematerialized” written pieces as exhibits in exhibition spaces
seem somehow unnecessary — although we have a sense of heroism in those
gestures — for the shift from visual to verbal and vice-versa can be assumed
as part of the investigation. The development of Conceptual art and Michel
Foucault’s investigations are, in fact, contemporaneous, and if we take their
works as parallel and complementary research — aiming at the production of
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new forms of thinking (Foucault’s theories are quite strongly influenced by
topological models that emphasize structuralism and offer other possibilities for
conceiving thought in space30) — one productive gesture today would be to
build the terrain for the confrontation of both bodies of work. There is a certain
philosophical naiveté in Conceptual art regarding this framework structure, as it
is constructed primarily in terms of Anglo-American analytical philosophy and
linguistic theory — perhaps, if it had escaped its self-referential modernist
impulse during the 1970s, it would have been able to encounter other
philosophical practices capable of reversing its direction (in a certain sense,
the “post-conceptual generation” assumed such a meeting.31).
Organic line, again
This essay has not adopted a historical perspective, its premises unfold in the
contemporary time-space of the present, which indicates equal access to
events that although chronologically disparate, when linked, establish certain
productive connections: it’s more interesting to develop some “plastic force
from the present (…) and transform the past” than to be blocked by the
“hypertrophy of historical meaning.”32 Lygia Clark’s organic line has been
introduced to indicate the importance of its discovery in the mid 1950s, pointing
out that her investigation had already produced certain possibilities for
exploring empty or invisible space, which proved fundamental for Conceptual
art’s development — her contemporaries, Klein, Manzoni, Johns, and
Rauschenberg have already been recognized as decisively influential, but
Clark’s contribution must also be considered in this matrix. By encountering the
complex achievements of Foucault, who considers both discursive and nondiscursive practices and processes, and extracts from them the disjunctive
operation33 of

confronting the

heterogeneous matters

of

visuality and

enouncement, the organic line finds the correct resonance to become an
accurate political tool. Nonetheless, it is necessary to clarify that the operation
of disjunctive confrontation is not simply processed through the given
dimensions of word and image — on the contrary, it has to be produced
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through concrete engagement. Therefore, the organic line is not just a given,
as part of the world, but must be produced and activated by an intervention, a
gesture that opens things and produces a new flow of problems, situations, and
events.
Because her work was directly invested in the body, Clark’s investigation has
attracted great interest as a fundamental reference. In an age of globalization
and biopolitics, “’life’ and ‘living being’ are at the heart of new political battles
and new economic strategies”34 — developing resistance now involves “the
production and reproduction of life itself,” that is, the creation of new forms of
“intelligence, affect, cooperation and desire.”35 Indeed, Lygia Clark’s final
development — from 1968 until her death in 1988, she spent time in Paris and
Rio de Janeiro — led her to more radical propositions, located at the borderline
between art and therapy, notably the Estruturação do Self (Structuring of the
Self), started in 1976.36 This activity, which Suely Rolnik locates in a “new
territory, which does not consider the borderlines of art, and of clinic”37 (but
certainly is produced from the contact zone between them) — reveals
perceptive, sensorial, and political layers indicating how the artist also worked
out several recent issues in contemporary art: likewise, a kind of organic
conceptualism is present, investing in regions of discourse and visibility, and
employing practices of appropriation. Rolnik points out how Clark involves the
participant through Relational Objects “in two regimes of sensorial exercise —
to connect with the world as diagram of forces or as cartography of forms,”
establishing a “paradox between micro- and macro-sensoriality”: the “microperception” leads to the “resonant body,”38 and the “macro-perception” to
“objectification of things, separating them from the body” — what is important is
to “establish a free micro and macrosensorial communication flux between the
bodies,” that will originate the “becomings of the self and of the world.” For
Rolnik, the importance of bringing Lygia Clark’s experiences back to the art
field is decisive to “reactivate, today, art’s political potential” — here, the
activation would succeed through a concrete and dynamic relationship of the
dematerialized layers and the body in its limits.
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It is interesting to think of the organic line as a construction progressively
gaining “thickness,” as it involves more and more spaces, issues, elements,
and concepts, becoming a “membrane” — an active and autonomous structure
functioning as the region of contact between neighboring territories of various
kinds. Therefore, in order to operate effectively in the connection between art
and life and all its mediations and contact zones with art and politics, systems
and circuits, artists — and writers — should make the borders active, playing
and experimenting with all of the passageways between them.

Originally published in english in ed. Alexander Alberro and Sabeth Buchmann, Art after conceptual
art (Cambridge, MA/London: MIT Press, Vienna: Generali Foundation, 2006), 87–99.
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